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Many open-source software (OSS) projects are self-organized and do not maintain oicial lists with information on developer

roles. So, knowingwhich developers take core andmaintainer roles is, despite being relevant, often tacit knowledge.We propose

a method to automatically identify core developers based on role permissions of privileged events triggered in GitHub issues

and pull requests. In an empirical study on 25 GitHub projects, (1) we validate the set of automatically identiied core developers

with a sample of project-reported developer lists, and (2) we use our set of identiied core developers to assess the accuracy of

state-of-the-art unsupervised developer classiication methods. Our results indicate that the set of core developers, which

we extracted from privileged issue events, is sound and the accuracy of state-of-the-art unsupervised classiication methods

depends mainly on the data source (commit data vs. issue data) rather than the network-construction method (directed vs.

undirected, etc.). In perspective, our results shall guide research and practice to choose appropriate unsupervised classiication

methods, and our method can help create reliable ground-truth data for training supervised classiication methods.

CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering → Software creation and management; Collaboration in software

development; Open source model.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: open-source software projects, developer classiication, developer networks

1 INTRODUCTION

Coordination among software developers is critical to ensure software quality and to drive software evolution [20,
44, 53, 55]. This holds especially for open-source software (OSS) projects, in which volunteers can participate and
developers are globally distributed, often not knowing each other personally [5, 43]. With increasing project size
and popularity, developers who hold leadership roles (i.e., who take care of the project’s health and are highly
involved in its long-term maintenance) are crucial for a thriving evolution of the project [23, 61, 99, 102]. As
opposed to closed-source software projects, where leadership positions are typically established by mandated
organization structures and well-determined within the organization, OSS projects often do not provide explicit,
publicly recognizable information regarding group structures and project responsibilities. Still, in OSS projects,
hierarchical group structures among developers do exist [87, 103, 107], but they are typically not determined by a
centralized authority but rather emerge following principles of self-organization [28, 104]. So, despite the lack of
predeined hierarchical group structures in OSS projects, certain developers take particular responsibilities in
the project, such as performing maintenance tasks or implementing core functionality. Such developers, often
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called maintainers or core developers [46, 48, 66, 68], become crucial to these projects, as they hold key knowledge
about source code and software architecture [78] and shape the character and culture of the project [1, 92, 108],
especially when OSS projects grow fast in terms of developers and amount of source code [36]. As a prominent
example, the Linux kernel maintains a public list of maintainers, who are responsible for speciic subsystems
and who have deep knowledge about the project [107]. Using this list, external and internal developers can
ind out whom to contact for any matters. Unfortunately, many OSS projects do not maintain such a public,
curated list. Especially for newcomers in a software project, but also for developers that are not consistently
active (also called peripheral developers [27, 48, 66, 68]), it is important to know who is playing the role of a
core developer, who is making decisions and maintaining the code base, and who will inally accept or reject
code contributions [62, 84]. In well-organized projects, this might not be an actual problem for newcomers,
as one can easily check who has recently reviewed or merged pull requests. Some projects even use bots to
automatically assign developers for reviewing a new pull request [94]. However, in projects that are badly
organized and which do not use such well-structured code-review processes, it might be not that easy to ind
out whom to contact in the case of questions, for instance. Knowing how developers organize is also important
for companies, to decide whether and how to invest in a project or how to eiciently contribute to an OSS
project [16, 33, 106, 109]. For researchers, knowing about core developers also aids the investigation of a project’s
hierarchical structure, which helps avoid high developer turnover and identify organizational smells that could
endanger project success [19, 24, 29, 42, 55, 75, 86].
There is a growing corpus of research that attempts to automatically extract information about the core

developers of a project. A state-of-the-art approach is to construct a developer network from various data sources
(e.g., commits, e-mails, issue comments) and to apply network-based centrality metrics. The assumption is that core
developers are responsible for about 80% of the contributions and activities in the project [48, 49, 51, 62, 65, 101,
105], attaining central positions within the network due to the high number of contributions andmany interactions
with other developers. While this is an appealing approach, the actual performance of such classiication methods
on the identiication of core developers is largely unclear, especially as there are various ways on how to construct
developer networks and also many, possibly contradicting classiication methods can be applied thereafter.

Therefore, we devise a method to automatically derive a set of core developers and maintainers from privileged
events in GitHub issue discussions and pull requests. The rationale is that GitHub permits triggering certain
events (e.g., merging a pull request) only to user accounts that have been assigned to a certain role. Nevertheless,
these privileged events cannot be used to identify potential candidates for future core developers before they
get any privileges in the project and also not for projects that user other social coding platforms than GitHub
issues. Therefore, other classiication methods for identifying core developers are still essential, which is why it
is also our goal to assess the accuracy of the state-of-the-art classiication methods. In an empirical study on
25 widely-used and well-known GitHub projects, we (1) validate our automatically derived set of core developers
based on privileged issue events with publicly available, project-reported lists of maintainers or core developers
for projects which provide such lists, and we (2) use our set of core developers to assess the accuracy of various
state-of-the-art unsupervised developer classiication methods based on well-established count-based metrics
(e.g., commit count) or network-based metrics (e.g., degree centrality).

Our results indicate that our automatically identiied set of core developers is sound and that the accuracy of
state-of-the-art unsupervised developer classiication methods depends mainly on the data source (commit data
vs. issue data) rather than the network-construction method (e.g., directed vs. undirected). Combining issue data
and commit data behaves similarly to just using issue data. Our results hold the potential to help researchers and
OSS communities choose the appropriate unsupervised classiication method for identifying core developers or
potential maintainers.

Moreover, our method can help create reliable ground-truth data for training supervised classiication methods,
asÐto the best of our knowledgeÐthe lack of suicient volumes of ground-truth data has prevented supervised
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach: ( 0⃝) extract data from GitHub, ( 1⃝) identify a set of core developers based on the events in

issues and pull requests, ( 2⃝) validate it with project-reported lists, ( 3⃝) assess the accuracy of state-of-the-art unsupervised

classification methods.

learning methods from being developed. Although we devise a method to automatically derive a set of core
developers from privileged events in GitHub issues, there is still a need for supervised classiication methods:
On the one hand, it is more tedious to get the necessary data for the extraction of privileged events than for the
state-of-the-art count-based or network-based classiication methods, as privileged events may not be available
for projects that use other social coding platforms than GitHub. On the other hand, supervised classiication can
be used to identify potential future core developers and maintainers from activity data before the developers get
any privileges in the project. Of course, becoming a core developer might not only be a matter of participation,
but also a matter of trust [3, 17, 83]. As trust, however, cannot be quantiied in the accessible data, using activity
data can be a irst step towards inding potential candidates, especially since accepted commits and intensive
involvements in issue discussions can be used as a irst indicator for the trustworthiness of a candidate [31].

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• An overview of literature on how core developers have been identiied in previous work (see Tables 1 and 2).
• A method to automatically identify a set of core developers based on role permissions of events triggered
in GitHub issues and pull requests (see step 1⃝ in Figure 1).
• A validation of our automatically identiied set of core developers based on privileged issue events with
oicial, publicly available maintainer or committer lists (see step 2⃝ in Figure 1).
• An assessment of the accuracy of several state-of-the-art unsupervised developer-role classiication methods
that use count- and network-based metrics (see step 3⃝ in Figure 1). We found that network-construction
methods do not make a substantial diference, whereas the data source plays a more vital role: Classiication
methods using commit data perform better than classiicationmethods using issue data. Combining issue and
commit data behaves similarly to just using issue data, as the combination is dominated by the issue data.
• A small explorative experiment on how our automatically identiied set of core developers can be used for
training supervised classiication methods, from which we derive two hypotheses that should serve as a
starting point for future research on this topic.
• A replication package including pseudonymized raw data, classiication data, tooling, and scripts on a
supplementary website:
https://se-sic.github.io/paper-developer-classiications/ and https://zenodo.org/record/7775882 .

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide background information and related work on determining developers’ roles and on
how developers can be classiied into core and peripheral roles.
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2.1 Developer Roles

As developers in OSS projects undertake diferent kinds of tasks and have diferent roles, Nakakoji et al. [68]
proposed the so-called łonion modelž distinguishing eight diferent roles of community members: There are
several roles for project users (passive user, reader, bug reporter), who do not contribute to the project’s source
code. Five roles are directly related to source-code contributions: bug ixer, peripheral developer, active developer,
core member (also called maintainer), and project leader (who are mostly the project initiators). Xu et al. [100]
proposed a similar model composed of four developer roles. As the distinction into four or ive diferent developer
roles is rather ine-grained and their boundaries are blurred, researchers often conlate them into just two
roles: Whereas bug ixers and peripheral developers only contribute occasionally and sporadic, according to the
łonion modelž, active developers, core members, and project leaders contribute regularly. As a consequence, the
occasionally and sporadically contributing developers are called peripheral developers, whereas the remaining
ones are called core developers or maintainers [27, 30, 48, 49, 66, 89]. When automatically classifying developers,
often only these two roles are considered (see Section 2.3), so we use only these two roles in our study. Researchers
sometimes additionally consider the role of one-time contributors (also called newcomers), who contribute only
once to a project (e.g., provide a single bug ix) [25, 57]. One-time contributors, though, are considered to be part
of the group of peripheral developers [58, 73, 81].

In addition to the above mentioned developer roles, there are also other approaches on how developer roles can
be deined. For example, Cheng et al. [23] distinguish between developmental core developers and collaborative
core developers. However, such a distinction is not disjoint, as highly active developers may also collaborate
with many others. Constantino et al. [25] diferentiate between project roles and committer roles. Whereas the
project roles represent various organizational and potentially overlapping tasks (developer, maintainer, team
leader, project promoter, reviewer, or coordinator), the committer roles encompass what we consider as core
and peripheral developer roles. Montandon et al. [67] distinguish technical roles of GitHub users across projects,
driven by the variety of technical tasks a developer mostly takes across all the projects a developer contributes to
(e.g., contribute to the frontend, to the backend, or to the continuous integration), whereas we study the activity
role of a developer within a speciic project. Instead of deining concrete developer roles, Bock et al. [9] look at
groups of developers that form up around certain tasks, and they analyze the importance and stability of these
groups. In their approach, they identify groups of developers via canonical tensor decomposition on tensors that
model the communication and collaboration behavior of developers over time. This way, they determine the
importance of a developer based on the importance of the latent tasks in which the developer is involved.

Wang et al. [92] deine the role of an elite developer as a developer having write permission in a GitHub project.
They identify elite developers within time ranges of 3 months based on performed tasks that require write permis-
sion. This approach is similar to how we identify core developers. However, there are a couple of diferences be-
tween their approach and our approach:Whereas they access GitHub’s event API to gather the performed tasks of a
project (e.g., whether somebody has forked a project or starts watching a project) andmerge it with additional infor-
mation from other data sources, we directly access GitHub’s issues API, which contains more detailed information
on the events that happen speciically in issues and pull requests (e.g., a comment was added, an issue was labeled,
a pull-request was merged, etc.). Another diference is that they needed to classify the gathered data into a complex
taxonomy of event types (communicative, organizational, typical, supportive), whereas we just use GitHub’s
oicial description of all the possible issue event types, which contains information on the user permission that
is needed to trigger a speciic issue event. Finally, while they use ixed time ranges of 3 months, we study the
time diference between certain issue events and investigate diferent times ranges between 3 and 12 months.

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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2.2 User Permissions on GitHub

As we identify core developers based on user permissions, we briely describe which user roles and permission
levels exist on GitHub. First of all, GitHub distinguishes between organization (shared account across many
projects) and user accounts. Repositories (also called projects) can be created from either an organization or
a user account. Each organization on GitHub has, at least, one organization owner (which is a normal user).
Organization owners and project admins can set the user permission individually for each project and user. At
the project level, GitHub users can have one of the following permissions:1

• Read: default permission for any user seeing a project, łrecommended for non-code contributors who
want to view or discuss your projectž1. Users with read permission can open issues or pull-requests, submit
reviews on pull requests, write comments, and close issues or pull requests that have been opened by
themselves.
• Triage: łrecommended to proactively manage issues and pull requests without write accessž1. In addition
to read permission, a user with triage permission can set labels, close and reopen issues, assign issues to
users, and request reviews from users.
• Write: łrecommended for contributors who actively push to your projectž1. In addition to triage permission,
a user with write permission can push to a repository (i.e., directly push source code to the repository),
merge pull requests, publish releases, and submit reviews that łafect a pull request’s mergeabilityž1.
• Maintain: łrecommended for project managers who need to manage the repository without access to
sensitive and destructive actionsž1. In addition to write permission, a user with maintain permission can
protect branches, decide on how pull requests can be merged, and restrict which other users can open
issues or pull requests, etc.
• Admin: łrecommended for people who need full access to the project, including sensitive and destructive
actions like managing security or deleting repositoryž1. When creating a project, the user creating the
project has admin permission. Organization owners implicitly have admin permissions on all projects of
the organization.

In our study, we make use of these permissions to automatically identify a set of core developers by mapping
GitHub’s user permissions to our developer roles (see Section 3.2). Unfortunately, it is not publicly accessible
which user has which permission in a GitHub project. Instead, we need to infer the users’ permissions from
certain actions GitHub users perform on the issues and pull requests of a speciic project.

2.3 Classification of Developer Roles

As opposed to our permission-based approach to automatically classify developers into core and peripheral,
researchers have developed and investigated various unsupervised, manually tuned methods. To obtain an
overview of how core developers have been identiied in previous work, we performed a series of searches on
multiple diferent search engines (GoogleScholar, IEEEexplore, ACM Digital Library) using the search terms
łcore developerž and łidentiication of core developersž, without restricting venue and publication year. We
manually checked the papers of the search results and looked for core-developer identiication techniques that
were described, mentioned, or referenced in these papers. Moreover, we collected such techniques also from
papers that have been referenced in these papers in a backward-search fashion. In what follows, we summarize
the core-developer identiication techniques that we have collected from the literature. Additionally, we manually
extracted the used data sources and classiication metrics from all the collected papers. In Table 1, we provide an
overview of the data sources and network types that have been used in the literature to identify core developers;
in Table 2 we summarize the used metrics.

1https://docs.github.com/en/github/setting-up-and-managing-organizations-and-teams/repository-permission-levels-for-an-

organization#repository-access-for-each-permission-level (accessed: 2020-09-09)
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Mockus et al. [66] proposed that highly active developers (in terms of the number of contributions) should be
considered as core developers. They investigated the projects Mozilla and Apache Web Server and identiied
that only a small number of 10ś15 developers are responsible for around 80% of the source-code contributions.
Dinh-Trong and Bieman [34] replicated their study on FreeBSD and showed that even more than 15 developers
contribute 80% of the code base. Follow-up research showed that Zipf’s law holds for the number of commits
that are authored by a developer and, consequently, the top 20% of the developers are responsible for 80% of
the commits [30]. Using this 80% threshold is a commonly used approach when classifying developers based
on their commit count [2, 24, 30, 34, 37, 52, 66, 78ś80, 89, 101]. For this reason, we also use this threshold in
our validation study for the developer classiication based on commit count when we compare our approach
with the state-of-the-art classiication methods (see Section 3.4). Valiev et al. [91] even used a threshold of 90%
of contributions per month, which was selected based on empirical observations on the Python Package Index
ecosystem. Coelho et al. [24] and Ferreira et al. [37] extended this approach by adding the additional restriction
that a core developer has to have authored, at least, 5% of the total number of commits in the project. Instead of
considering the number of commits, Canedo et al. [18] required a core developer to have authored, at least, 50%
of the iles in the project. Nonetheless, relying on count-based operationalizations for developer classiication
provides only limited insights into organizational matters of OSS projects, as relationships among developers
(possibly varying over time) are neglected [48].

To incorporate relationships among developers, Crowston et al. [30] suggested three diferent approaches on
how to classify developers into core and peripheral: For some of their analyzed projects, they found project-
reported lists on the projects’ websites, containing formal roles of developers (e.g., who is allowed to check-in
source code to the version-control system). This approach is similar to how we validate our set of core developers
(see Section 3.3). Using project-reported lists to determine core developers has also been adopted by other
researches [29, 54, 93]. However, such project-reported lists are only available for few projects. In their second
approach, Crowston et al. [30] considered developers to be core if they contribute, at least, one third of the
total number of comments on bug-tracker data from SourceForge. This approach is similar to the count-based
classiication mentioned above and is based on the sheer number of posted comments. In their third approach [30],
they built communication networks on bug reports and applied graph partitioning algorithms, treating the tightly
interconnected group as core developers. All three approaches led to diferent results as the project-reported list
seemed to be incomplete and count-based and network-based classiication focus on diferent characteristics of
core developers.
Network-based developer classiication has been gaining considerable momentum in software-engineering

research. De Souza et al. [32] created networks based on developers’ contributions to the same modules. Bird et al.
[7] built networks based on mailing-list communication, and they used basic social network analysis techniques to
identify developers’ roles [5, 6, 8]. Licorish and MacDonell [59, 60] used networks built from the communication
on tasks in IBM’s Rational Jazz development environment and considered a developer to be core if they had
contributed to the communication of, at least, one third of the tasks. Oliva et al. [69, 70] identiied core developers
in developer networks based on mailing lists and version-control systems. They used centrality metrics combined
with a quartile analysis to determine core developers, but they investigated only a short time-period of a small
project. We, thus, investigate a history of several years for 25 projects. Moreover, in our validation study, we build
developer networks based on version-control systems and communication in issues, not based on mailing lists.
Joblin et al. [48] constructed developer networks from the version-control system data and mailing lists

of 10 OSS projects. They applied the network centrality metrics degree centrality, eigenvector centrality, and
hierarchy centrality, which capture structural diferences in the relationships among developers. To evaluate the
classiication outcomes, they conducted a survey among 166 developers of the examined projects. According
to the survey, the network-based developer classiications outperformed the simpler count-based developer
classiications. Notably, there is a substantial corpus of work that relies on network-based developer classiications

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Table 1. Classification data used in the literature

Data / Network Type Papers

Count-based
Commits [2, 18, 24, 37, 77ś80, 89, 91, 101]

E-mails [54]

Issues [30, 88]

Commits, e-mails [48, 52, 69, 70]

Commits, e-mails, issues [34, 66]

Network-based
Cochange [23, 49, 63, 71, 72]

E-mail [6, 50, 72, 82]

Issue [4, 27, 30, 50, 59, 60, 72]

Cochange, e-mail [5ś7, 48, 50, 69, 70, 105]

Cochange, issue [13, 35, 50, 88]

Table 2. Classification metrics used in the literature

Metrics Papers

Count-based
Commits [2, 24, 32, 37, 48, 69, 77, 79, 80, 89, 91, 101]

Lines of code (LOC) [48, 52, 66, 78, 101]

Authored iles [18]

E-mails [54]

Modiication requests [66]

Issue comments [30]

Pull-request comments [88]

Network-based
Degree centrality [4ś6, 13, 23, 27, 32, 35, 48, 63, 70, 72, 82, 90, 105]

Betweenness centrality [4ś6, 13, 23, 27, 35, 63, 70, 82, 90, 105]

Eigenvector centrality [4, 13, 35, 48, 50, 69, 70, 82]

Closeness centrality [4, 13, 23, 35, 63, 70, 82]

PageRank [4, 13, 35, 105]

Clustering coeicient [48, 49, 63]

Hierarchy centrality [48ś50]

Density [59, 60]

Modularity [7, 49]

Eccentricity [4]

Graph partitioning [30]

HITS [105]

Scale freeness [49]

to investigate characteristics of core and peripheral developers and organizational structures in OSS projects [4,
13, 23, 35, 49, 50, 63, 71, 72, 82, 88, 90]. Naturally, this work depends on the accuracy of the classiications, which
is exactly the motivation of our validation study, in which we assess the accuracy of a selection of the above
mentioned classiication methods.
Zhang et al. [105] investigated whether the social-network metrics node degree (i.e., degree centrality),

PageRank [56] (a variant of eigenvector centrality), HITS [39] (an algorithm to detect hubs and authorities), and
betweenness of nodes in the network are capable of identifying core developers in OSS projects. They assessed the
accuracy of their classiication methods against a self-created ground truth based on łthe right to post messagesž

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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on the developer mailing list of the project ArgoUML, considering only developers that had regular contributions
to source code and mailing list. All four network metrics performed similarly well in detecting core developers,
having a recall of more than 60% and a precision of about 60%. Similarly to their study, we also assess the accuracy
of classiication metrics using a ground truth that is based on the permissions to perform privileged events on
GitHub issues. We improve over their study by investigating a variety of GitHub projects, constructing diferent
types of developer networks, and using network-based centrality metrics that have been used in state-of-the-art
research on developer classiication.

3 METHODOLOGY

As illustrated in Figure 1 (page 3), our validation study proceeds in four steps: In the initial step ( 0⃝), we extract
commit and issue data from GitHub. Then ( 1⃝), we identify the developers who have triggered a privileged
issue event. Following this ( 2⃝), we validate this set of developers with oicial, project-reported committer lists.
Finally ( 3⃝), we perform unsupervised developer classiications and assess their accuracy.

3.1 Data Extraction

We use the tool Codeface2 [48, 49, 51] to extract commit metadata from Git, including author name, e-mail
address, author date, and the names of the changed iles of a commit.
For extracting issue and pull-request data from GitHub, we developed the tool GitHubWrapper3, which

queries issue metadata (incl. review data, review comments, and all other comments of a pull request) from
GitHub’s oicial REST API4. Review data, review comments, and the remaining comments for a pull request are
separately crawled (as they need to be accessed through diferent interfaces of GitHub’s API) and then combined
with the remaining issue event data. Our tool also performs additional postprocessing steps to unify the data
(e.g., correctly determine the actual actor of a łsubscribedž event, as on GitHub such an event can either be
actively triggered by a user subscribing themselves to an issue or, passively, by being mentioned by someone
else) or gather additional information (e.g., extracting names and e-mail addresses from referenced commits).
The extracted issue metadata contain information on which user has triggered which event (commented, labeled,
merged, etc.), on which issue or pull request, and at which point in time. Notice that GitHub internally treats pull
requests (PRs) as a special form of issues. For that reason, when we talk about issues this always also includes
pull requests.

Using the tool codeface-extraction5, we merge the commit and issue data to match developers who use the
same name or the same e-mail address.6 Developers found in only one of the data sources are kept, though. To
match developers via names and e-mail addresses, we use the disambiguation heuristic of Oliva et al. [69], which
has been proved to be accurate [96], and perform additional sanity checks and manual corrections.

More and more GitHub projects use automatic bots which, for instance, submit comments to issues or review
pull requests. Bots often also close abandoned issues, execute automatic code refactorings, run continuous-
integration tasks, or perform similar tasks [15, 41, 94, 95, 98]. Previous research has shown that about 20% of issue
comments are posted by bots and about 31% of pull requests involve bots [40]. Not to distort developer-network
characteristics and core-developer identiication, we must detect and remove bots’ activities from the extracted
issue data. Whereas some bots are labeled by GitHub to be bots or use a łbotž suix in their usernames, research
has found that many bots are not labeled as such and also human users can use the łbotž suix, which makes

2https://github.com/se-sic/codeface/ (accessed: 2022-03-14)
3https://github.com/se-sic/GitHubWrapper/
4https://docs.github.com/en/rest/ (accessed: 2022-03-14)
5https://github.com/se-sic/codeface-extraction/ (accessed: 2022-03-14)
6As some GitHub users keep their real names or e-mail addresses private, we only use their public usernames if no name or e-mail is available

on GitHub.
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Table 3. GitHub issue events and the role permissions needed to be able to trigger them

Privileged Events Extended Events Common Events

(write, maintain, or admin permission) (at least, triage permission) (at least, read permission)

added_to_project, converted_note_to_issue,

deployed, deployment_environment_changed,

locked, merged, moved_columns_in_project,

pinned, removed_from_project,

review_dismissed, transferred,

unlocked, unpinned, user_blocked

assigned, demilestoned,

labeled, marked_as_duplicate,

milestoned,

unassigned, unlabeled,

unmarked_as_duplicate

automatic_base_change_failed,

automatic_base_change_succeeded,

base_ref_changed, closed, comment_deleted,

commented, committed, connected, convert_to_draft,

created, cross_referenced, disconnected,

head_ref_deleted, head_ref_restored, mentioned,

ready_for_review, referenced, referenced_by,

renamed, reopened, review_request_removed,

review_requested, reviewed, subscribed,

unsubscribed

bot detection a non-trivial task [40]. For that reason, Golzadeh et al. [40] have developed the tool BoDeGHa to
automatically detect bots based on the total number of comments and commenting patterns. Unfortunately, many
projects use predeined issue or pull-request comment templates7, making BoDeGHa misclassify human users as
bots when they mostly use templates or post stereotyped comments. As a consequence, after using BoDeGHa
for automatic bot detection on users that have posted, at least, 2 000 comments in a project, we perform some
manual adjustments. For example, we classify 83 users that are widely-used bots as a bot even if the automatic
bot detection did not classify the user to be a bot (e.g., the łlockbotž, which is a bot that automatically locks
issues but usually does not post comments and, therefore, is not detectable by BoDeGHa). In particular, we
manually checked all usernames that had a łbotž substring (such as the łlockbotž) whether they are marked as a
bot by GitHub. If so, we added them to the set of bots identiied by BoDeGHa. After bot detection, we remove all
bot-triggered events from the extracted GitHub issue data.

3.2 Identifying Core Developers based on Issue Events

To identify core developers, we analyze the events that appear in the above extracted issue data. For each of the
events, we look up in GitHub’s oicial event documentation8 which user permission on GitHub is needed to
trigger the event (e.g., write permission is needed to merge a pull request). This way, we form three categories of
events: Common events, which can be triggered by everyone (e.g., write a comment), extended events that can
be triggered only when having, at least, triage permission (e.g., apply a label), and privileged events that can be
triggered only when having, at least, write permission (e.g., merge a pull request). In Table 3, we provide an
overview of all events and the categories we assigned them to.
As a next step, we analyze which user has triggered which event. Each user who has triggered a privileged

event is considered a core developer (at least, in the time range that contains the event). All remaining users
are considered peripheral developers. We base this decision on the fact that events that require, at least, write
permission are either related to critical tasks for project maintenance (blocking users or locking issues) or to
decision making tasks that require deep project knowledge (e.g., merging or rejecting a pull request), and therefore
distinguish a core developer.9

7There are various diferent means of how issue templates can be used and enforced by a project, which also varies during project evolution.

One example can be found in the oicial documentation of GitHub: https://docs.github.com/en/github/building-a-strong-community/about-

issue-and-pull-request-templates/ (accessed: 2022-03-14)
8GitHub provides a list of possible events here: https://docs.github.com/en/developers/webhooks-and-events/issue-event-types/ (accessed:

2020-09-09)
9We have conducted a sensitivity analysis to explore whether we should consider extended events in addition, as users with triage permission

can already make some minor decisions (e.g., decide which issue is labeled as a bug). We discuss this in Section 4.3.
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Privileged events of developer Alice:

time range 1 time range 2 time range 3 time range 4 time range 5

merged locked pinned

Core Core Core Peripheral Peripheral

Fig. 2. Analyzing the issue events of developer Alice: For each time range, check whether Alice has triggered privileged

events. If so, Alice is considered core (time ranges 1 and 3). For the remaining ranges, check whether Alice has triggered

privileged events in the directly preceding and in the directly succeeding time range. If so, then also consider Alice core (time

range 2), otherwise peripheral (time ranges 4 and 5).

It is important to note that we cannot know from the data when exactly a developer has received write
permission, nor whether or when the write permission may have been revoked. Instead, we only see when the
developer happened to trigger an event that requires write permission. So, when considering a developer as core
based on the triggered privileged events in a certain time range, we might potentially overlook core developers
who only rarely trigger privileged events. To mitigate this risk, we explore how regularly core developers make
use of privileged events. This way, we test whether time ranges of 3 to 12 months are long enoughÐand therefore
justiiedÐto identify core developers based on the usage of privileged events within the time range. Therefore,
we investigate the following research question:

RQ1:
How long is the typical time diference between a developer’s events that require, at least, write
permission?

As developers might be absent for a particular time range (e.g., due to illness or vacation, etc.), we will exploit a
temporal smoothness assumption to improve the accuracy of our method. That is, we treat developers also as
core even when they are not triggering privileged events in the current time range but do so in both the previous
and succeeding time range (see time range 2 in Figure 2). We call the resulting set of core developers privileged
developers or Dpr iv , for brevity.

As our approach to identify core developers does not require any manual efort (except for determining which
event belongs to which category), it can be performed for each GitHub project fully automatically.

3.3 Validating our Set of Core Developers

After identifying the privileged developers, we need to validate this selection. For this purpose, we ask the
following research question:

RQ2: Is the set of privileged developers Dpr iv a sound approximation for the set of core developers?

To answer this question, we need to obtain a reliable set of core developers for a project. Although there are
many state-of-the-art classiication methods for identifying core developers (as presented in Section 2.3), all these
methods might end up in diferent classiications, making it hard to validate our approach with respect to them.
Moreover, as we do not know the accuracy of these methods, we also cannot rely on them for the validation
of our approach. Instead, we search for projects that provide publicly available, project-reported maintainer
or committer lists, because the developers listed in such lists are (as an oicial source of information) reliably
considered as core developers by the project itself. As projects that collect and provide this information are rare,
we can perform this assessment only on a subset of our subject projects. Even if such lists are available, there are

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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diferent formalisms to publish them. Whereas some projects provide lists with diferent team member categories
in their repositories and keep them up to date (e.g., Node.js provides a steadily updated list of łtechnical steering
committeež, łcollaboratorsž, and łtriagersž10), other projects just provide a static list of contributors on external
project websites (e.g., as for project Angular11) without any historic resolution. Another issue with the latter is
to ind out who is really a developer and who is just organizational staf, especially if there is a company behind
the OSS project. Due to these inconsistencies, we take manual eforts to determine which parts of which lists
are relevant for our study. We do not obtain time-resolved lists, but consider only the most recent time range
that we analyze for a project. We call the set of developers that have their mandates publicly documented in
project-reported lists documented developers or Ddoc .

Note that neither Dpr iv nor Ddoc are guaranteed to be complete: We cannot be sure that the project-reported
lists are regularly updated and really contain all core developers (e.g., some core developers might not want to be
listed there), and we can also not be sure that Dpr iv is complete as there could also be core developers that do not
have the respective permissions or do not trigger corresponding events. To investigate whether our automatic
procedure of extracting Dpr iv is sound, we cross-check it with Ddoc . For this purpose, we use the Jaccard Index
as a similarity measure and the measures Completeness and Soundness as deined as follows:

jaccard(Ddoc ,Dpr iv ) = |Ddoc ∩ Dpr iv | / |Ddoc ∪ Dpr iv | (1)

The Jaccard Index lies between 0 and 1, higher values indicating higher similarity.

complete(Dpr iv |Ddoc ) = |Ddoc ∩ Dpr iv | / |Ddoc | (2)

complete(Dpr iv |Ddoc ) is the completeness of Dpr iv with respect to Ddoc , that is, the proportion of developers
in Ddoc that are also part of Dpr iv .

sound(Dpr iv |Ddoc ) = |Ddoc ∩ Dpr iv | / |Dpr iv | (3)

sound(Dpr iv |Ddoc ) is the soundness of Dpr iv with respect to Ddoc , that is, the proportion of developers in Dpr iv

that are also part of Ddoc .
In addition to validating Dpr iv with respect to Ddoc , we also need to compare Dpr iv to the outcomes of

state-of-the-art classiication methods, to obtain a deeper understanding of how our approach performs (see
Section 3.5). However, before we do so, let us irst introduce the state-of-the-art classiication methods that we
investigate.

3.4 Developer Classification

Since the set of privileged developers cannot be used to identify potential future maintainers before they get
any privileges in the project, and since the necessary data for identifying the set of privileged developers is
not necessarily available for projects that use other social coding platforms than GitHub, other classiication
methods for identifying core developers are still essential. As discussed in Section 2.3, many unsupervised
classiication methods for identifying core developers do exist. For the network-based methods, there are also
various network-construction methods. This yields our main research question:

RQ3:
Which metrics and network-construction methods are most accurate in classifying developers
into core and peripheral?

10https://github.com/nodejs/node/blob/master/README.md#current-project-team-members (accessed: 2022-03-14)
11https://angular.io/about?group=Angular (accessed: 2022-03-14)
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On the one hand, we investigate established count-based metrics. Particularly, we choose the two most frequently
used metrics of this sort (based on our overview of the classiication metrics used in the literature in Table 2):
Commit count: the number of commits a developer has made in a certain time period.
LOC count: the number of lines of code (LOC) a developer has changed in a certain time period.
The more central a developer is, that is, the more commits a developer has made or the more LOC the developer
has changed, the more likely the developer is a core developer.
On the other hand, to capture the co-coding and co-communication activities of developers, we investigate

network-based metrics and diferent network-construction methods, which we describe in what follows.

Network types & network construction. We investigate three diferent types of developer networks. All three
of them have in common that the vertices represent developers and the edges represent relations among them.
However, the diferent network types difer in the type of relations:
Cochange: Two developers are connected by an edge when they have edited the same ile within the same time

window [38, 47, 51, 72, 74, 110]. A pure technical view.
Issue: Two developers are connected by an edge when they have contributed to the same issue or pull request

(e.g., commenting, reviewing, closing, labeling, etc.) within the same time window [30, 45, 64, 72, 85].
A social view.

Cochange+issue: Contains edges from both above mentioned relations. A socio-technical view.
As also users of a project (not being developers) can contribute comments to issues, we investigate two diferent
cases (i.e., sets of vertices) when constructing issue networks:
All contributors: Construct networks with all users participating in issues, regardless of whether they con-

tributed to the source code.
Code contributors: Only users are considered who have contributed to the source code (i.e., who have authored

a commit either in the current or in any previous time range). All other users are removed from the network.
Note that this diferentiation only afects the network types issue and issue+cochange, as cochange networks by
construction contain only developers who contributed to the source code.
To construct the networks, we split the project data into subsequent time windows of the same length, as

common in the literature. We chose to investigate time windows of 3 months [7, 48, 88], 6 months [45, 65, 72],
9 months, and 12 months [79]. Shorter time windows would be threatened by short-term luctuations (e.g.,
developers being ill or on vacation). Using larger time windows would neglect project dynamics and developer
turnover [37]. As edges that cross time-window boundaries are neglected in such a window-based approach, we
additionally investigate sliding windows, that is, instead of using subsequent time windows only, we shift the
subsequent window by half the time window, such that subsequent windows overlap and cover the edges which
are neglected when not using such a sliding-window approach [49].
When constructing networks, we vary between the following network-construction parameters: A network

can either be directed, that is, we consider the order of interactions (e.g., who replies to whom, including transitive
relationships as separate edges), or undirected (ignoring the temporal relationship). In addition, we diferentiate
between simpliied networks (only one edge per direction is allowed between one pair of developers, no loops)
and unsimpliied (multiple edges between one pair of developers, loops are allowed). In Table 4, we provide an
overview of all possible choices during network construction as well as the network-based classiication metrics
that we use, which we explain in the following.

Network-based classiication. To classify developers into core and peripheral, we use three established network
metrics, which are widely used in the literature (as can be seen in Table 2). In particular, we selected a local
centrality metric (degree centrality), a global centrality metric that considers the importance of the developers
a developer is interacting with (eigenvector centrality), and a centrality metric that considers the community
structure of a network (hierarchy centrality):
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Table 4. The network-construction methods and network centrality metrics that we use in our study

Network Type Network Vertices Directedness Simplicity Time Range Time Windows Centrality Metric

cochange

issue

cochange+issue

all contributors

code contributors

directed

undirected

simpliied

unsimpliied 3 months

6 months

9 months

12 months

sliding

subsequent

degree centrality

eigenvector centrality

hierarchy centrality

Degree centrality is a local centrality metric. It considers the total degree of a developer in the network, that
is, the number of edges a developer has to other developers. The more connections a developer has, the
higher its degree centrality [12, 14].

Eigenvector centrality is a global centrality metric. It incorporates the centralities of the developers connected
to a developer, to weight the importance of developers by the importance of others they are interacting
with. Hence, a developer can have a high eigenvector centrality by either being connected to many other
developers or by being connected to developers who also have a high eigenvector centrality [10ś12, 14].

Hierarchy centrality considers the community structure of a network. It is calculated by dividing the degree by
the local clustering coeicient of a vertex [76]. A high value in hierarchy centrality represents a developer
having many connections to other developers, which in turn are loosely connected amongst each other. A
low value stands for a developer down in the hierarchy, having only few connections to other developers
but which are tightly connected among each other. Core developers should have a high hierarchy centrality
due to their coordinative role in the project [48, 49, 51].

All the three network metrics we use have already been used in previous work on developer classiication and
received a high agreement in the perception of surveyed developers [48].

On each of the metrics, for each time range, we apply the 80% threshold, which is widely used (see Section 2.3).
That is, developers whose centrality value is in the upper 20% quantile are considered as core, the remaining ones as
peripheral. For data processing, network construction, and centrality computation, we use the library coronet12.

3.5 Assessing the Classification Accuracy

To assess the accuracy of the classiication methods, we use the set of privileged developers Dpr iv as a point
of reference. There are multiple reasons behind this choice. On the one hand, there are practical reasons: As
identifying privileged developers is not applicable on projects that use other social coding platforms than GitHub,
and since the set of privileged developers cannot be used to identify potential future core developers before they
get any privileges, the state-of-the-art classiication methods are still necessary. In such cases, it would be helpful
to know for practitioners and researchers which of the state-of-the-art methods are closest to our approach on
identifying privileged developers. On the other hand, Dpr iv is constructed based on the privileges developers
made use of in issue events. Hence, these developers must have received the corresponding permissions in the
project from the project’s maintainers, which incorporates trustworthy information that comes from a project
itself, whereas the established state-of-the-art classiication methods do not consider such information.

12https://se-sic.github.io/coronet/ (accessed: 2022-03-14)
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Fig. 3. Visualization of True Positives (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN), and False Negatives (FN). The ellipsis

represents the set of privileged developers Dpr iv , the two rectangles represent the core/peripheral classification of the used

classification method (i.e., the sets of developers that are classified as core or peripheral, respectively).

For assessing the classiication accuracy, we compute precision, recall, and F1 score, based on the following
notions (see also Figure 3):
True Positives (TP): developers that are classiied as core and are part of Dpr iv .
False Positives (FP): developers that are classiied as core but are not part of Dpr iv .
True Negatives (TN): developers that are classiied as peripheral and are not part of Dpr iv .
False Negatives (FN): developers that are classiied as peripheral but are part of Dpr iv . In addition, developers

that are part of Dpr iv but that are neither classiied as core nor peripheral are also considered to be a false
negative (e.g., developers who did never commit but are part of Dpr iv due to triggering privileged issue
events are missing in commit-data-based classiications).

Note that the deinitions of FN and FP are speciic to our setting: FN and FP are not deined with respect to Dpr iv ,
but with respect to the classiication. łnegativež corresponds to łperipheralž; łpositivež corresponds to łcorež.
With that, we compute the following evaluation measures:

Precision = TP / (TP + FP ) (4)

Recall = TP / (TP + FN ) (5)

F1 = 2 · (Precision · Recall) / (Precision + Recall) (6)

Also note that the choice of the point of reference for the comparison of Dpr iv and the classiication results
is arbitrary in our case: If we would take the results of the state-of-the-art classiication methods as point of
reference for assessing the accuracy of Dpr iv , the values of precision and recall would only be swapped (since FP
would become FN then, and vice versa), and, consequently, the F1 score would stay the same. Nevertheless, for
the reasons stated above, we chose Dpr iv to be the point of reference in our comparison, to assess the accuracy
of the state-of-the-art classiication methods.

4 VALIDATION STUDY

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study. We start with an overview of our subject projects,
provide the results of our validation of Dpr iv , and report on the assessment of the accuracy of the unsupervised
developer classiication methods.

4.1 Subject Projects

We investigate 25 highly active software projects hosted on GitHub, covering various project sizes, domains, and
numbers of contributors and participants in issues, as the descriptive statistics in Table 5 indicate. We primarily
selected very popular projects which are among the most starred GitHub projects in 2020.13 Most of these projects
have also been considered in previous work on GitHub-related research topics. In order not to only analyze

13https://www.attosol.com/top-50-projects-on-github-2020/ (accessed: 2020-09-09)
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics of our subject projects

Subject Project
Investigated # Commit # Issue

# Commits
# Issues

Project Domain Programming Languages
Time Period Authors Participants incl. PRs

Angular 2014-09ś2020-09 667 22 859 12 349 38 502 Web dev. platform TypeScript

Atom 2012-01ś2020-12 298 21 047 15 627 21 138 Text editor JavaScript

Bootstrap 2011-08ś2020-12 219 24 744 2 266 31 735 Web front-end framew. JavaScript, HTML

Deno 2018-05ś2020-12 348 3 070 3 417 8 760 Runtime for JavaScript Rust, JavaScript, TypeScript

DTP 2018-01ś2020-04 16 73 633 859 Framew. for data transfer Java

Electron 2013-05ś2020-12 392 15 559 10 664 26 733 Application dev. framew. C++, TypeScript

Flutter 2015-03ś2020-12 683 34 460 13 367 72 504 UI dev. kit Dart

juery 2010-09ś2020-12 244 3 118 2 675 4 723 JavaScript library JavaScript

Keras 2015-03ś2019-11 716 12 688 3 471 13 468 Deep learning API Python

Kubernetes 2014-06ś2020-12 2 408 23 220 38 619 97 218 Container management Go

Moby 2013-01ś2020-12 1 154 29 083 14 072 41 731 Softw. containerization Go

Nextcloud 2016-06ś2020-09 355 9 510 9 718 22 689 Cloud server PHP, JavaScript

Next.js 2016-10ś2020-12 867 11 087 3 891 15 344 React framew. JavaScript, TypeScript

Node.js 2014-11ś2020-02 1 793 13 190 12 118 31 372 JavaScript runtime env. JavaScript, C++, Python

OpenSSL 2013-05ś2019-12 400 3 303 8 722 10 639 Crypto library C, Perl

ownCloud 2012-08ś2019-10 393 10 141 18 274 36 178 Cloud server PHP, JavaScript

React 2013-05ś2020-12 796 16 056 6 921 20 252 JavaScript library JavaScript

Redux 2015-06ś2020-12 228 4 123 701 3 931 Container for JavaScript TypeScript, JavaScript

reveal.js 2011-06ś2020-10 141 2 861 1 090 2 762 HTML present. framew. JavaScript, HTML

TensorFlow 2015-11ś2020-12 1 519 35 781 55 499 45 652 Machine learning framew. C++, Python

three.js 2010-04ś2020-12 954 8 280 15 999 20 845 JavaScript library JavaScript, HTML

TypeScript 2014-07ś2020-12 467 18 397 17 934 40 973 JavaScript language TypeScript

VS Code 2015-11ś2020-12 1 001 67 882 49 814 111 073 Integrated dev. env. TypeScript

Vue 2016-04ś2020-11 217 8 754 2 256 9 325 JavaScript UI framew. JavaScript

webpack 2012-05ś2020-12 501 13 091 5 671 11 710 Bundler for modules JavaScript

popular projects that have a high developer activity, but also cover projects that have a comparably small number
of developers, we added project DTP.

4.2 Time Diference between Privileged Events

In RQ1, we ask how long the typical time diference is between a developer’s privileged events. In most of the
projects, the median time diference is between 0 and 4 days; even the upper quartile of the time diferences is
below 10 days (except for juery, for which it is about 3 weeks). Although there are extreme outliers, for which
there are up to 2 000 days between the privileged events of a developer, in most cases, developers make use of
privileged events, at least, multiple times a month. As we can see in Figure 4, for more than 88% of the privileged
developers the median time diference between privileged events is smaller than 6 months. This holds for all
projects except for Vue, for which this time diference is only for 75% of the developers smaller than 6 months,
but also reaches 88% at about 7.5 months.

Answer to RQ1: The majority of privileged developers trigger privileged events, at least, once within a couple
of weeks. More than 75% of these developers have a median time diference less than 3 months between their
privileged events.

As a consequence, determining the set of privileged developers Dpr iv based on privileged events with time
windows of 3ś12 months is justiied. That is, due to applying our temporal smoothness assumption (i.e., also
looking at the previous and subsequent range, see Figure 2), our approach is robust to time diferences of up
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of the median time diference in days between privileged events of a single developer. Each

line represents the developers of one subject project.

to three times the window size, ending up in covering core developers who use their permission only once in
9ś36 months. As for all but one project more than 88% of the developers using privileged events have a median
time diference of less than 6 months between these events, we focus on presenting the results using 6-months
ranges in the rest of the paper. For the other time ranges, we refer to our supplementary website.14

4.3 Validity of the Set of Privileged Developers Dpr iv

To answer RQ2, we check for the validity of the set of privileged developers Dpr iv . For this purpose, we compare
Dpr iv in the most recent time period with project-reported lists (Ddoc ). We were able to obtain Ddoc for 12 out of
our 25 subject projects.
In Table 6, we report the sizes of Ddoc and Dpr iv for the last-analyzed 6-months time range of each project.

When considering only privileged events to detect core developers, we can see that the size of Dpr iv is, in most
projects, smaller or nearly equal to the size of the project-reported lists. However, when considering privileged
and extended events (see Dpr iv+ in Table 6) to detect core developers, in most projects, we are able to extract a
much higher number of core developers than reported by the projects’ lists. This reinforces our decision that core
developers are the developers that have the permission to trigger privileged events. Nevertheless, the similarity
of Dpr iv and Ddoc is highly project-dependent, as the Jaccard Indices between 0.03 and 1.0 indicate. There are
two outliers, though: Whereas Kubernetes has way more developers in Ddoc than in Dpr iv , the list reported
by Next.js only contains very few developers. When looking at completeness, we can see that we are able to
gather up to 67% of the project-reported developers in Dpr iv (for reveal.js, where only one developer is reported,
we reach even 100%). Soundness, on the other hand, reaches up to 94% (for reveal.js even 100%), showing that
the vast majority of developers in Dpr iv are also in Ddoc . We obtain similar results when extracting Dpr iv using

other time-window lengths; for more details, we refer to our supplementary website.14

Answer to RQ2: The completeness ofDpr iv with respect toDdoc seems to be rather small. This is to be expected
as we cannot be sure that the project-reported lists are up to date. More importantly, the vast majority of
developers in Dpr iv is documented in Ddoc , which shows that our procedure of extracting Dpr iv is sound.

14https://se-sic.github.io/paper-developer-classiications/
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Table 6. Validation of the procedure to extract privileged developers for the 12 projects for which we found project-reported

lists. (We collected the lists only once per project, temporally close-by to the end of the latest 6-months time range that

we analyzed.)
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|Ddoc | 30 17 5 238 21 6 108 18 9 1 3 4

|Dpr iv | 20 12 5 51 9 25 34 11 10 1 3 6

|Dpr iv+ | 40 22 10 1 125 9 27 63 199 392 2 3 7

jaccard(Ddoc , Dpr iv ) 0.43 0.61 0.43 0.08 0.36 0.03 0.29 0.53 0.46 1.00 0.20 0.25

complete(Dpr iv | Ddoc ) 0.50 0.65 0.60 0.09 0.38 0.17 0.30 0.56 0.67 1.00 0.33 0.50

sound(Dpr iv | Ddoc ) 0.75 0.92 0.60 0.43 0.89 0.04 0.94 0.91 0.60 1.00 0.33 0.33

jaccard(Ddoc , Dpr iv+) 0.49 0.63 0.25 0.08 0.36 0.03 0.50 0.09 0.02 0.50 0.20 0.22

complete(Dpr iv+ | Ddoc ) 0.77 0.88 0.60 0.44 0.38 0.17 0.53 0.94 0.78 1.00 0.33 0.50

sound(Dpr iv+ | Ddoc ) 0.58 0.68 0.30 0.09 0.89 0.04 0.90 0.09 0.02 0.50 0.33 0.29

Ddoc : project-reported list,

Dpr iv : core developers based on privileged events,

Dpr iv+: core developers based on privileged+extended events

4.4 Classification-Method Accuracy

Finally, to answer RQ3 about which unsupervised classiication methods are most accurate in automatically
classifying developers into core and peripheral, we assess their accuracy using precision, recall, and F1. It turned
out that there is only a small-to-zero diference between using time windows of 3, 6, 9, or 12 months or using
sliding or subsequent windows. Also the diference of the results when using directed or undirected or simpliied
or unsimpliied networks is marginal. For this reason, we present here only the results for subsequent 6-month
windows, using unsimpliied and directed networks, and briely put each of the diferent parts of these results
into context; all other results are available on our supplementary website.

In Figure 5, we provide an overview of the accuracy of the diferent classiication methods across all subsequent
time ranges of all 25 subject projects. The precision is higher for count-based classiications (median precision
between 0.6 and 0.8) and cochange-network-based classiications (median precision around 0.5) than for issue-
based (median precision around 0.04) or cochange+issue-based classiications (median precision around 0.04). That
is, classiications based on commit data (as in the count-based approaches and on the cochange network) contain
a higher percentage of correctly classiied core developers over all classiied core developers, as compared to the
classiications using networks derived from issue data. This may be due to core developers extensively contributing
to the source code, whereas in issue networks there are also highly active commenting developers, who appear
central in the issue network and are, therefore, wrongly classiied as core. In contrast, the recall is higher for
classiications based on issue (and issue+cochange) networks (median recall around 1.0) than for commit-data-
based classiications (median recall between 0.3 and 0.55). That is, the proportion of developers from Dpr iv that
are contained in the classiied set of core developers is high, sometimes even close to 100%. This is not unexpected
as Dpr iv was derived from issue data. More interestingly, these results indicate that the developers who trigger
privileged events also are central in issue networks and may also extensively participate in issues. In general, the
number of developers classiied as core is higher on issue networks than for commit-data-based classiications,
and also higher than in Dpr iv . This coincides with the overall number of developers, which is in issue data way
higher than in commit data, which may be a reason for the low precision of the approaches that use issue data.
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Fig. 5. F1, Precision, and Recall for each classification method with respect to Dpr iv .

It is also worth noting that the recall for methods that rely on commit data is lower than for the remaining
methods, as there are developers in Dpr iv that are not part of the commit data and, therefore, neither classiied
as core nor as peripheral. To account for that, we investigated how many of the developers in Dpr iv are not
classiied, at all. Across all projects, a median of about 17% of the developers of Dpr iv are not classiied by
commit-data-based methods. This mainly happens because of two reasons: (1) Core developers may focus on
maintenance tasks (such as reviewing and merging) and do not contribute to the source code at all. (2) Some
developers only contribute to documentation iles (such as README.md), which are not covered in our commit
data, as we only keep track of iles that contain source code.
To compare the overall performance of the diferent classiication methods, we look at the F1 score. The

commit-data-based classiication methods have comparably high median F1 scores between 0.4 and 0.5, whereas
all the remaining classiication methods have much lower median F1 scores of about 0.07. There is almost no
diference in the accuracy between issue networks (median F1 around 0.07) and cochange+issue networks (median
F1 around 0.07). The reason is that the issue network dominates the cochange+issue network, as there are way
more issue discussions than commits (which can also be seen in Table 5). Also the diference in the accuracy of
degree centrality, eigenvector centrality, or hierarchy centrality is marginal, which is moreover independent of
the network type (mostly degree centrality performs best, in some projects hierarchy centrality performs best).
So, in what follows, we neglect the diferent network metrics and also the cochange+issue networks to focus on
comparing count-based, cochange-based, and issue-based classiication methods.
To obtain an overview of the overall performance on diferent projects, we ranked the F1 score (using the

median to aggregate across time ranges) of each classiication method for each project. The classiication methods
that resulted in the highest aggregated F1 score on a project received rank 1, the ones that resulted in the lowest
aggregated F1 score on a project received rank 11 (as we investigate 11 diferent classiication methods). In
Figure 6, we show the distribution of the ranks of the classiication methods across all projects. In most projects,
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the rank of the diferent classification methods. That is, for each project, we ranked the median F1

scores of all classification methods. The classification method(s) which had highest median F1 on the project receive rank 1,

the method(s) which had the lowest median F1 in the project receive rank 11.

the commit-count-based method or the cochange-based methods perform best. However, there are also projects,
in which the issue-based classiications yield higher F1 scores (e.g., projects Flutter or DTP; we illustrate
accuracies for each project on our supplementary website). These projects have a comparably low number of
commits as opposed to a comparably high number of issues.
The overall picture slightly changes when restricting the issue data to code contributors (see Section 3.4).

In this case, the issue-based classiications end up with a lower recall (median values around 0.8) but a higher
precision (median values around 0.3) and also a higher F1 score (median values around 0.4) than when considering
all contributors (see median values stated above). So, when considering only code contributors, the issue-based
methods are almost as accurate as the commit-data-based methods, sometimes even more accurate.

Answer to RQ3: In summary, using commit data or cochange networks for classifying core developers performs
best. Though, which of these classiication methods performs best, is project-dependent. Issue networks often
are distorted by users who intensively participate in discussions. Diferent network-construction methods or
time-window lengths do not make a substantial diference for classifying developers into core and peripheral.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The validity of our results may be threatened in various directions (as always in empirical studies). We have
grouped the potential threats into four categories that were introduced by Cook and Campbell [26], as suggested
by Wohlin et al. [97].
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5.1 Construct Validity

Diferent GitHub projects assign permission levels diferently: Some are more liberal, others are more strict.
Also individual users use their permissions to a diferent extent. Thus, relying on the use of privileged events
could threaten the validity of computing the set of privileged developers Dpr iv . To mitigate this threat, we
investigated two diferent permission groups (privileged vs. privileged+extended) and four diferent lengths for
the time ranges.
Another threat concerns the way we construct issue networks, as users who do not contribute to the source

code may still be part of the issue data. We alleviate this by investigating two cases: When considering only
code contributors, the issue-based classiication methods perform better than on all contributors, but the overall
picture only varies slightly.

Moreover, the network-construction procedure per se may afect our results. To account for that, we investiga-
ted diferent network-construction methods (i.e., directedness, simplicity, time ranges, and time windows, as
summarized in Table 4). Our results conirm that the choice of the network-construction method does not make a
substantial diference.

5.2 Conclusion Validity

Based on the outcomes related to RQ2, we conclude that Dpr iv is a sound approximation for the set of core
developers (that might not be complete, though). This conclusion relies on the reliability of Ddoc (i.e., project-
reported lists). As these project-reported lists are maintained by the project itself, they are an oicial source of
information declaring who is acting as a core developer in a project. Such project-reported lists may be out of
date or incomplete (as already discussed in Section 3.3), though. This is why we put on manual eforts to search
for these lists and check their relevance for our study. In most cases, when these lists are maintained even within
the repository, the commit history shows that they get regularly updated. Still, these lists do not directly map to
the time ranges that we used for validating Dpr iv . Since this mapping incorporates substantial manual efort,
we performed this validation step only for the last analyzed time range of a subject project. While this might
decrease conclusion validity, our manual checks as well as the choice for analyzing the most recent time range
ensure that our conclusions are valid, at least, for the time ranges that are close to the last analyzed time ranges,
as the project worklows were mostly stable.

Whereas our conclusion that Dpr iv is a sound approximation for the set of core developers is mainly derived
from the comparison with Ddoc (which is an oicial source of information), the comparison of Dpr iv with the
classiication outcomes of the state-of-the-art methods (which do not build on oicially stated information)
provides corroborating evidence.

5.3 Internal Validity

We do not track non-source-code iles such as documentation iles in our commit data. This is intended, since we
aim at identifying core developers who work on the source code. Yet, non-source-code iles usually amount only
to a small fraction of the iles in a software repository.

When we identify developers, we rely on their names and e-mail addresses, to assign them commits and issue
events. This could be problematic if developers use diferent spelling variants for their names or diferent e-mail
addresses (e.g., when they have conigured the name or e-mail address in their GitHub account other than in
their Git commit coniguration). To address this threat, we use the disambiguation heuristic of Oliva et al. [69],
which has turned out to be reliable in empirical studies [96], to consider instances that use the same name or
the same e-mail address being the same developer, in combination with manual sanity checks. If GitHub users
keep their names and e-mail addresses private, we rely on their usernames and on the data that is stored in the
commits that are associated with the usernames.
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In a similar vein, the detection of bots is a non-trivial task. Therefore, we combine two approaches: We irst use
the tool BoDeGHa [40] to automatically detect bots based on their commenting behavior in issues, and then we
perform manual adjustments in which we also investigate łbotž substrings in usernames and bot marks visible on
GitHub. Nevertheless, even if there are bots that we did not detect, this does not threaten our results signiicantly.
The main incentive for detecting and removing bots is to get rid of the bots that are very active and, therefore,
distort the network structure or activity counts. If some bots remain in our data that are as active as a usual
developer, there is only a low probability that they would distort our results signiicantly, since we can handle
such bots as we handle real developers.

5.4 External Validity

As there are various project shapes, one cannot generalize our results arbitrarily to all OSS projects, at large.
Though, we analyzed the complete history of 25 subject projects (starting at the earliest point in time for which
all the data sources for a project were available). That is, summing up the investigated time periods of all our
25 projects, we analyzed the data of a combined history of about 160 months, which is a substantial amount of
data. Due to the high number of network-construction methods that we investigated (since there are 192 possible
combinations of the choices in Table 4), our comprehensive validation study was computationally expensive,
which was the reason for limiting the number of subject projects to 25. Albeit, we analyzed 25 projects of diferent
sizes, project domains, and programming languages, which provides already detailed insights.
The results of RQ2 are potentially threatened by the fact that we were able to obtain the set of documented

developers Ddoc only for 12 out of our 25 subject projects. That is, we validated the set of privileged developers
Dpr iv only for these 12 projects with respect to a project-reported list of core developers. We deliberately decided
to keep the remaining 13 projects in our study, though, because, this way, we explicitly account for the fact that
there are also projects that do not provide such project-reported lists and that, for such projects, it would be
beneicial to automatically identify core developers. Nevertheless, using the 12 projects for which we obtained
Ddoc already shows for a multitude of diferent projects that our approach of identifying core developers based
on privileged events is sound and promising. Note that, for answering RQ1and RQ3, and for conducting the
experiment on supervised learning methods (which is part of our future perspective in Section 7), we used all
our 25 subject projects to base the corresponding results on a broader dataset. We did not detect any signiicant
diferences in the results between the projects for which we were able to obtain Ddoc and those for which we did
not, which also alleviates this threat.
Our method to construct the set of privileged developers Dpr iv is not directly applicable to other platforms

than GitHub. Albeit, other platforms might use similar permissions, so the underlying idea of our method should
also be transferable.

6 DISCUSSION

As our results for RQ1 indicate, privileged developers make use of their privileges very often, mostly multiple
times within a couple of weeks. Therefore, extracting privileged events within time ranges of several months is
suicient to identify the set of privileged developers. Our results for RQ2 demonstrate that the set of privileged
developers is a sound approximation for the set of core developers, which might not be complete, though, as there
can be core developers that do not make use of their privileges or that did not obtain the respective privileges. This
is the point at which our approach is stretched to its limits: We cannot identify core developers before they receive
privileges. Here, state-of-the-art classiications methods become necessary again, which is why we evaluated
their accuracy with respect to our approach, to provide researchers and practitioners the option for selecting
an appropriate method for their speciic use case. Our results for RQ3 indicate that unsupervised classiication
methods that use commit data perform slightly better than methods that use issue data. This demonstrates that
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issue discussions are dominated by users who ask questions or use issues to retrieve knowledge about the project.
Using the commit count, which is known to provide only a limited view on organizational structure [48], seems
to perform similarly accurate for classifying core developers than various network-based classiication methods.
This indicates that developers’ work on the source code (i.e., having a high coding activity) is, at least, as relevant
for becoming a core developer as their interaction with other people. We arrive at a similar conclusion when
looking at the used network-construction methods and classiication metrics, since they do not make a substantial
diference. Sometimes, a more simple, local centrality metric (such as degree centrality) performs even better than
eigenvector centrality as a global centrality metric. Nevertheless, these classiication metrics perform all pretty
similarly, and it is also project dependent as well as data-source dependent which one performs most accurate
with respect to the set of privileged developers. The fact that the diferent methods perform similarly well with
respect to our set of privileged developers also indicates that our approach of identifying privileged developers,
indeed, is a reasonable approximation for the set of core developers. All in all, instead of recommending a speciic
method, our main goal is to inform researchers and practitioners about the accuracy of the state-of-the-art
unsupervised classiication methods.
Our approach provides a viable basis for future research. On the one hand, since receiving a higher level of

permissions in a project is also a sign of trust within the community, using the set of privileged developers,
we can obtain more information about the characteristics that a developer needs to become a core developer.
In particular, we can identify in which time range developers have received their privileges (or, at least, when
they have used it for the irst time) and search for relevant characteristics of these privileged developers (also
considering the role within the network and community structure) before becoming a privileged developer. Such
information can be used to improve the search for future candidates to take on more responsibility in the project.
In addition, we can also check how the relevant characteristics and the position in the network change after a
developer has become part of the set of privileged developers, allowing future researchers to investigate how the
activities of a core developer alter after moving up the ladder. This allows for improving community engagement,
identiication of future project maintainers, and project stability and evolution.

On the other hand, our automatic approach to identify core developers could be used for the development of
supervised learning methods for identifying core developers. Up until today, to the best of our knowledge, the
lack of suicient volumes of ground-truth data has prevented supervised learning methods from being developed.
Most of the developer-classiication methods used in the literature are either unsupervised or have manually
conigured thresholds. Hence, project data is only used for evaluation but not for model itting. Yet, our automatic
approach to identify core developers based on privileged issue events could be used for supervised learning
methods. To demonstrate the possible beneit of our approach with respect to this research direction, we provide
a perspective on supervised classiication in the following section by means of a small explorative experiment.

7 A PERSPECTIVE ON SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

As already explained in Section 6, state-of-the-art unsupervised developer-classiication methods mostly rely on
manually conigured thresholds or other manual steps. Although we devise an automatic approach to identify
core developers based on privileged issue events, it is not capable of identifying potential future core developers
before they get any privileges, and it is also not suitable for projects that do not use social coding platforms
such as GitHub. Hence, there is still a need for supervised classiication methods. Therefore, using our automatic
approach to identify core developers based on privileged issue events opens the door for future research to
obtain a higher level of maturity when identifying core developers by automated means: Whereas manually
coniguring the optimal classiication thresholds would be a tedious task, supervised learning can be used to
automatically learn classiication thresholds. Also, combining diferent classiication methods (that use diferent
data and classiication metrics) by hand would be impracticable. Instead, learning the weights for combining
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multiple methods and automatically detecting which combinations are beneicial and which ones not would be
possible in a holistic supervised-learning approach. To sketch out the possible beneit of using our automatic
core-developer identiication approach as a foundation for future research in this direction, we conducted a small
explorative experiment on how to learn the classiication threshold in a binary classiication task for a single
project or for a set of projects, which we describe and report on in what follows.

Experiment setting: As a preliminary exploration of the potential that supervised learning ofers, we pose the
problem of role identiication as a binary classiication task. Instead of using manually conigured thresholds, our
idea is to learn a function f : d → {0, 1} that maps a developer d to the core or peripheral class. While some of
the classiication methods that we used in our validation study are certainly better than others, it is plausible that
each of them captures a diferent dimension of developer roles. For this reason, we construct the input to the
classiication model to be a combination of all data and metrics used in our validation study. We experimented
with several classiication models but found that the random forest classiier [22] with a maximum depth of ive
has the best generalization performance. Due to highly imbalanced classes, we augment the minority class in the
training dataset by created synthetic data points using the SMOTE technique [21]. To evaluate the generalization
performance of the model, we apply standard cross validation and split the data into separate training and testing
sets. We report results in terms of F1 score on the test set for the random forest classiier.

Prediction scenarios: We explore two diferent prediction scenarios. In the irst scenario, we apply k-fold cross
validation by splitting the developers randomly into ten groups. We then train ten diferent models such that
each model is trained on nine groups and tested on remaining tenth group. The prediction performance is then
averaged over the ten models. This scenario tests how well the model can generalize to a new developer when
the model is able to learn from training examples of the roles from every project. For this purpose, we made sure
that the test set contains only developers that have not been part of the training set. In the second scenario, we
split the developers according to projects so that the training set consists of developers from all projects except
the one which forms the test set. In total, 25 models are trained, where each project appears once in the test set
and the prediction metrics are averaged. This scenario is more diicult because it tests the model’s ability to
learn general knowledge about roles in other projects.

Experiment results: For the irst scenario, we get an F1 score of 0.73 for our combined model, whereas for
the unsupervised methods based on a single metric we get lower F1 scores (0.3ś0.5). Similarly, for our second
scenario, our combined model (0.62) clearly outperforms each of the unsupervised methods (0.2ś0.4). Thus, our
explorative small experiment indicates that combining various data sources and socio-technical metrics can help
learning promising classiication models.

Summary: As our explorative experiment showed, our approach holds the potential to become a foundation for
future work on training supervised classiication models for the identiication of core developers. Consequently,
based on the outcomes of this experiment, we formulate two hypotheses that should serve as a starting point for
future research on this topic, to sum up our perspective on supervised classiication:

Hypothesis 1:Developer classiication models that leverage supervised learning are signiicantly more accurate
than state-of-the-art classiication methods.

Hypothesis 2:Automatically combining data from diferent data sources (e.g., commits and issues) and diferent
classiication metrics (e.g., the metrics described in Section 3.4) as well as learning appropriate weights for
combining multiple methods outperforms state-of-the-art classiication methods.
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8 CONCLUSION

Identifying core developers in OSS projects is beneicial in various occasions: (1) in large-scale software projects, to
improve developer coordination and software quality by revealing who makes decisions and who has consolidated
project knowledge; (2) for newcomers and peripheral developers, to get in touch with maintainers and core
developers; (3) for companies, to decide whether and how to invest in a project or how to eiciently contribute to
an OSS project; (4) and for researchers, to obtain deeper insights into organizational structures of OSS projects
and their evolution. Identiied core developers that are unknown yet to the project leaders may be candidates to
take on more responsibility in the project.
As explicit information on who is core developer is rarely available, we devise an automatic method for

identifying core developers in GitHub projects based on privileged issue events as well as an assessment of
the accuracy of state-of-the-art unsupervised classiication methods. Even more than recommending a speciic
method, we aim at informing researchers and practitioners about the performance of available methods. Our
empirical study on 25 GitHub projects reveals that the choice of data source (commit vs. issue data) matters more
than the actual classiication metric (e.g., the centrality metric), which is a non-obvious result. Our results shall
guide practitioners and researchers to choose an appropriate unsupervised classiication method and provide a
solid foundation for future supervised learning methods. For this purpose, we have formulated two hypotheses
that should serve as guidance for future work.
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